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This paper aimed to conduct a literature review about the concept of cooking skills to contribute to the scientific debate about the subject. A systematic search was performed in the Scopus, PubMed/MedLine and Web of Science databases as well as the periodicals of the Federal Agency for Support and Evaluation of Graduate Education in Brazil Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior website, using the following Portuguese and English keywords: cooking skills, cooking and food/meal preparation. We also consulted references cited by these papers, electronic dictionaries (in Portuguese, English and French), technical documents found on public and private institutional websites, as well as books. Basic, etymological/vernacular and systematic definitions for cooking were identified, including historical global and national contexts. To conceptualize cooking skills,
categories related to food and individuals were established, purposing a conceptual model. The category related to food referred to the use of unprocessed/minimal processed foods (which require procedures prior to their preparation), and/or processed/ultra-processed foods (which need a little or no preparation, such as re-heating). The category related to individuals involved dimensions such as confidence, attitudes, behavior, and individual knowledge used to prepare foods. The historical definitions of cooking allowed us to clarify the concept of cooking skills. Considering the global context of valuing and recovering cooking for the promotion of healthy eating, this review can contribute to the scientific discussion about the concept of cooking skills. The purposed conceptual model enables parameters to be established for further investigations, allowing cooking interventions to be directed toward promoting healthy eating.
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**RESUMO**

O objetivo do artigo foi realizar uma revisão de literatura sobre o conceito de habilidades culinárias, a fim de contribuir para o debate científico sobre o tema. Foi realizada busca sistemática de artigos nas bases de dados Scopus, PubMed/MedLine, Web of Science e portal de periódicos da Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal do Ensino Superior, utilizando os seguintes descritores em português e inglês: habilidades culinárias, culinária, preparo dos alimentos/das refeições. Consultaram-se ainda referências citadas por esses artigos, dicionários eletrônicos (nos idiomas português, inglês e francês), documentos técnicos capturados em sites institucionais públicos ou privados, bem como livros. Identificaram-se definições para culinária denominadas como básicas, etimológicas/vernáculas e sistemáticas, incluindo um resgate histórico da culinária no contexto mundial e no Brasil. Para conceituar habilidades culinárias, foram estabelecidas categorias relacionadas aos alimentos e aos indivíduos, propondo-se um modelo conceitual. A categoria relacionada aos alimentos refere-se ao uso de alimentos in natura/minimamente processados (que requerem procedimentos prévios ao seu preparo), e/ou processados/ultraprocessados (que requerem pouco ou nenhum preparo, como reaquecimento). A categoria relacionada aos indivíduos envolveu dimensões como confiança, atitude, comportamento e conhecimentos individuais empregados para preparar os alimentos. As definições históricas de culinária permitiram elucidar o conceito de habilidades culinárias. Considerando o contexto mundial de valorização e resgate da culinária na promoção da alimentação saudável, essa revisão pode contribuir para o debate científico em torno do conceito de habilidades culinárias. O modelo conceitual proposto possibilita estabelecer parâmetros para avaliação em futuras investigações, permitindo direcionar intervenções culinárias para promoção da alimentação saudável.


**INTRODUCTION**

In the last two decades, the theme of ‘cooking skills’ has been the focus of investigations and interventions in different countries [1-8]. However, the concept of cooking skills still does not seem to be sufficiently discussed, starting with definitions of the term cooking. Under one of the approaches, the definition of cooking would be restricted to the application of heat to raw foods. Nevertheless, the term can present more complex meanings, when perspectives from different fields of knowledge are considered [1,4,6-10].

Cooking skills have been referred to as the ability to perform tasks related to the preparation of food, which requires preliminary procedures to its cooking, such as washing, peeling, and chopping [1,4,8-10]. Researchers mention that cooking confidence and knowledge are fundamental requirements to the development of individual cooking skills [1,2,6,7,11-13].

The emergence of scientific interest in this theme seems to be associated with a contemporary global context of encouraging adoption of healthy and sustainable eating practises. Studies demonstrate that better levels of cooking skills, such as attitudes and confidence in preparing food or the frequency in the preparation of the meals at home, may promote healthy eating habits, especially in regard to the increase in the consumption of fruit and vegetables [1-4,7,8].
The scientific literature indicates that a decline in the cooking skills of an individual is a factor that negatively influences these practises. One of the aspects that may justify this decline is related to the decrease in the transmission of cooking knowledge between generations and in schools. The lack of confidence in executing cooking tasks is also considered a barrier to performing these skills [1-4,6-8,11,14,15]. Nonetheless, it must be pointed out that cooking skills may not have been reduced, but only be due to the different ways of making food at home. Execution of cooking tasks using unprocessed foods require procedures preliminary to their preparation, while cooking tasks using processed or ultra-processed foods can be executed with minimum preparation. Although some processed or ultra-processed foods may only require heating for final consumption, studies show that this activity may require some cooking skills [1,6,7,9,15]. The predominant and frequent use in this latter category of foods has been related to the possible reduction of cooking skills, and it is considered as one of the factors that may hinder healthy dietary practises [1,2,4,6-8,10,13,15,16].

Therefore, public policies in various countries have recommended the use of strategies to rescue and foster the development of cooking skills, as part of elements that promote healthy and sustainable eating [17-23]. In this field of knowledge in Brazil, documents such as the Marco de Referência em Educação Nutricional (Food and Nutrition Education Reference Framework) and the last version of the Guia Alimentar para a População Brasileira (GAPB, Food Guide to the Brazilian Population) may be referenced [21,23]. A reflection carried out by Brazilian authors also discusses the rescue and recovery of cooking as an object of study to broaden the dialogue of cooking with Nutrition Science [24].

The scenario is promising for the discussion of this subject, since there is neither a consensus on the definition of cooking skills nor a consistent theoretical debate on it. Thus, a significant gap in the studies that evaluates cooking skills and their relationship with healthy eating deserve to be highlighted [1,4,5,8-10,12].

This article aims to conduct a literature review on the concept of cooking skills to contribute to the scientific debate.

**METHODS**

A systematic search was conducted for articles in the databases of Scopus, PubMed/Medline, and Web of Science from January to March of 2015, updated in July 2016, with no restrictions on publication dates of articles or other search filters. This search was carried out for the intersection of the following English-language descriptors: ‘cooking skills’, ‘culinary’, ‘food preparation’, ‘meal preparation’. Studies cited by the publications captured were also consulted by the snowball technique.

Another search using the same Portuguese-language keywords (‘habilidades culinárias’, ‘culinária’, ‘preparo dos alimentos’, ‘preparo das refeições’) was performed in the portal of journals, the Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior (CAPES, Coordination of Improvement of Higher Education Personnel), in books and websites of public and private institutions, and Google Scholar. Moreover, Portuguese, English, and French dictionaries (digital or not) were consulted. The focus on cooking was examined in specific historical contexts, in chronological order, with the purpose of identifying events of international and Brazilian contexts.

The definitions of cooking in Portuguese (culinária, cozinha, or cozinhar), in English (culinary, cookery or cooking), and in French (cuisine) were classified in accordance with approaches to cooking in the fields of Nutrition and Human Sciences. The first classification referred to the words ‘cooking’, ‘kitchen’, or ‘to cook’ that have been mentioned in articles and dictionaries of different languages, so they were called basic
definitions. The second classification originated from sources that examined the origin of the word, more than its concept, in the etymological or vernacular sense. The last classification, whose definitions were called systematic, was based on the approaches of classical works of different disciplines and fields of knowledge.

Another analysis was conducted to identify the similarities between the definitions of terminology given to foods/ingredients, and existing culinary techniques in the national and international bibliography included in the study. This comparison was made based on the degree of processing and preparation of food.

Common elements of the selected studies that could compose the categories related to foods and individuals were used in the final construction of a conceptual model for cooking skills.

Based on the above, the text is structured considering the focus of cooking in different historical moments in the world and in Brazil, as well as the construction of the concept of cooking skills in contemporaneity.

**The focus of cooking at different historical moments in the world and in Brazil**

The focus of cooking has shifted with specific historical moments in some countries, contributing to its definition; the differences can be observed in classical and contemporary authors of Brazil, and authors from other countries (Chart 1).

Since ancient times, Hippocrates’ diet principles have predominated the field of cooking; the main goal was to make the food digestible and foster good health. In France, the apology for flavour and gluttony has gained ground in the 13th century with the appearance of *gourmands* (greedy). Therefore, a contradiction in the basic principles of culinary dietetic was found. These dietetic principles did not aim to please the palate, fact that used to cause punitive manifestations. Thus, the focus on dietetic issue was being replaced by gastronomical aspects, until an emphasis on high gastronomy and culinary art was found in the mid-1600s. The cookbooks were removed

---

**Chart 1. Focus of cooking at different historical moments, from antiquity until today, in the world and Brazil.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Focus of Cooking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antiquity</td>
<td>Hippocrates’ diet principles. Aim: to make the food digestible [25].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th century</td>
<td>Transition from dietary to gastronomical principles. Valuing flavor and gluttony - France [25].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th century</td>
<td>Valuing high gastronomy and culinary art - France [25].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926-1930</td>
<td>Inventory of food practises such as authentic, national and traditional cooking legacy, as well as black, indigenous, and Portuguese miscegenation - Brazil [26-31].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-1940</td>
<td>Diffusion of culinary, dietary kitchen, and dietary technique concepts by nutrologist - Brazil [32,33,34,41].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Consolidation of the dietary technique in Nutrition courses - Brazil [43].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967-1978</td>
<td>Discussion on transformation of raw (food) into cooked (cultural) - France/ United Kingdom [44].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-2000</td>
<td>New alimentary/dietary models in the field of Food and Nutrition - Brazil [32,33,45].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-2000</td>
<td>Removal of cooking classes from formal school curricula - United Kingdom/Canada/New Zealand/Brazil [1,6,9,10,14,15,42,46].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-2014</td>
<td>Diffusion of cooking in TV shows, recipe books and the internet, as well as visibility of chefs United Kingdom/ USA/Brazil [1,15,47-54].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995-2016</td>
<td>Bringing back cooking as an element of fostering healthy eating - United Kingdom/USA/Brazil [1,3,4,5,7,9,10,12,24,55-58].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from Medicine, Hygiene, and Diet sections, and considered a part of Art and Literature in that period. This fact was related to the emergence of Gastronomy, referred to as ‘the new science of flavour’ [25].

In Brazil, the beginning of the process of dissemination of the concept of cooking seems to be associated with the emergence of Nutrition Science in the country, a phenomenon that occurred in the second half of the 19th century [32]. The literature investigated suggests that the first thesis, on the relationship between eating habits and diseases of the Brazilian population, emerged in the country as of 1837, in the two existing Medicine Colleges (Bahía and Rio de Janeiro) [32,33].

In the first three decades of the 20th century, with the institution of the science of Nutrition and other disciplinary fields, following the example of Sociology and Anthropology, the diffusion of the concept of cooking becomes more evident. Therefore, the book “A Arte Culinária na Bahia” (“The Art of Cooking in Bahia”), published in 1928, in Salvador, by Manuel Raimundo Querino (1851-1923), is one of the first national works to refer to the concept of cooking. In addition, the work praises the role of the African element in the constitution of the Bahian cuisine and its importance in the conformation of the Brazilian art of cooking [33].

Moreover, the Pernambuco state-born sociologist Gilberto Freyre (1900-1987) has been considered as one of the precursors to the use of the concept of cooking as a sociocultural identification component in the construction of the Brazilian nationality. In his 1926 “Manifesto Regionalista” (“Regionalist Manifesto”) Gilberto Freyre called attention to the threats of deprivation of regional cooking characteristics, and he proposed some strategies to value the aesthetics and tradition in Northeastern cooking for the first time in the country [26,27].

Other works by this author, published between 1930 and 1940, such as “The masters and the slaves: a study in the development of brazilian civilization” (1933), “The mansions and the shanties: The making of modern Brazil (1936), “Northeast” (“Nordeste: aspectos da influência da cana sobre a vida e a paisagem do nordeste do Brasil) (1937), and “Sugar” (1939), gather precious records about the process of formation of habits and eating patterns of Brazilian society. According to these works, such habits were products of food syncretism of Brazilian indigenous cooking (culinary), as well as of black African and white Portuguese, highlighting the ethnocultural focus on Brazilian regional cooking identity (authentic Brazilian cuisine). Thus, the word cooking, highlighted by Freyre in his works, was used as an element for defining food culture [26-31].

Subsequently, during the 1930s and 1940s, the first generations of Brazilian nutriologist, led by Josué de Castro (1908-1973), became the main broadcasters of the concepts of cooking, art of cooking, dietary kitchen, and dietary technique. As from the late 1930s, these nutrologist created the first courses for training dietitians in Brazil, in which the art of cooking and dietary kitchen (later dietary and cooking technique) constituted a disciplinary field, mandatory in the curricula. Several books and articles by these doctors, published between 1930 and 1950, were vehicles of dissemination of concepts of cooking and dietary techniques, both for professionals in the field of Food and Nutrition, and for the Brazilian population in general [34-41].

In the decades of 1950 and 1960, although cooking and dietary technique remained as compulsory subjects in the curricula of undergraduate courses in Nutrition in Brazil [42], it was found that throughout this period, there was a relative loss of its relevance in Nutrition Studies in the country [32,34]. An analysis of 209 articles, published in the Arquivos Brasileiros de Nutrição between 1944 and 1968, identified priority themes related to experimental nutrition and food technology. Cooking and dietary technique were in last place among the themes identified.
in these articles. It is worth to note that, at the end of this period, the emergence of the food industry was seen as a promising fact in combating hunger and formulating public policies on nutrition. Thus, the discussion of rationalisation of food dominated the themes, giving little space to cooking studies [34].

However, it must also be highlighted that cooking was featured in textbooks as an important object of study for Nutrition courses in the country from the 1960s onwards. From this decade, the 1963 publication Técnica dietética. ciência e arte na cozinha (Technical dietetic: science and art in the kitchen), by one of the first Brazilian dietitians, Lieselotte Hoeschl Ornellas, deserves to be highlighted. It must be pointed out that this work maintained this title until 1975. Then, it was changed to Técnica dietética, seleção e preparo dos alimentos (Dietary Technique, Selection and Preparation of Food), 4th edition, and this title was preserved until the eighth edition [43].

In the international context, in the field of Anthropology, in the 1960s, one of the major contributions to the debate about cooking was the work of the structuralist anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss: “The Raw and the Cooked”, published in 1964, in France. This work discusses the transformation of raw food (nature) into cooked (culture) [44].

This anthropological approach was not articulated in Nutrition Science at the time; nevertheless, it was paramount to this discussion on the definition of cooking. Between the end of the 1970s and the mid-1990s, Nutrition Science examined epidemiological and interventional investigations centred on the concern with the biological functions of nutrients and their consequences for health, within the world nutritional transition framework. The context that permeates this picture might be associated with the scientific and technological development of the food industry and the nutritional epidemiological transition in this period [34,45].

At the end of the 1990s, the withdrawal or the absence of cooking classes from the curricula of basic education [46], especially in the United Kingdom, also caused concern related to changes in cooking knowledge among young people [1,6,9,10,14,15]. It was against this background that the term ‘cooking’ seems to have been replaced by the term ‘processing’, which in this period, had a more scientific character for education in schools, which may have been influenced by the expansion of the food industry [14].

From 1990 until today, movements that sought to rescue cooking, including ‘Slow Food’, whose name stands in opposition to the emergence of fast foods in this period, have been found both on a global and a Brazilian level [26]. Other phenomena are also verified in the world: the trend of valuing cooking skills in the media by the dissemination of cooking shows on television featuring chefs and celebrities, books and magazines about cooking, and the display of these contents on the internet [1,15,47-53]. However, the dissemination of knowledge or information related to cooking appears not to have reached daily life, since this knowledge is more about an exquisite or professional way of making food. This differentiates domestic cooking from high gastronomy or the national and ethnic cuisines [6,47-54].

Cooking as an object of study of Nutrition courses in Brazil seemed to allow for an interaction with objects of Gastronomy courses, created in 1994 [26]. Although this dialogue has not been highlighted, in this period, cooking seems to be valued more in the context of Gastronomy. Gastronomy emerges as the new science of food, having become the focus of great chefs, but not of domestic cooking. This was also found in various other countries [47-54]. Moreover, from the 2000s on, researchers in the United States of America have defined cooking nutrition as a way of combining the knowledge of Nutrition Science with Gastronomy, highlighting the role of nutritionists, in the same way as the chef’s does, in cooking interventions [3,13].
Following this decade, there are publications mentioning cooking as a possible aspect related to fostering healthy eating in some countries [1,3,5-7,9,10,12,24,55-58]. One of these studies considers this relationship as a contemporary phenomenon on a global scale, defining it as ‘culinary cultures to diet’ [6]. In Brazil, cooking-related issues are currently referred to in few public policies on healthy eating [21,23], and not extensively investigated in scientific literature [24,55,59,60].

Considering the approaches to cooking throughout history, especially in Brazil, the different types of definitions found for cooking are illustrated in Chart 2.

The basic definitions were often limited to heating raw food. Nonetheless, the systematic definitions were more complex, differing according to the approaches of the fields of knowledge presented in this study.

**Construction of the concept of cooking skills in contemporaneity**

Based on the investigation of the definition of cooking, the concept of cooking skills found in some countries in the contemporary scenario of eating should be contextualized. The growing availability of convenience food, observed in several countries, seems to be influencing the possible decline of cooking skills, since they do not require previous preparation and/or preparation before consumption [1,4,6,9,15]. However, researches consider that using convenience foods involves some type of preparation, such as the use of technology (e.g., the microwave), characterizing a change in the pattern of preparing and consuming foods, but not necessarily a decline in cooking skills. This process has been designated as a ‘culinary transition’, referring to the experience of important changes in the pattern and type of skills necessary to prepare and consume the foods of various cultures over time. Thus, according to these authors, this transition would not imply the exclusion of a practise to the detriment of the other. However, it would be referred to by the use of food defined as basic (raw or fresh), combined with convenience food [1,4,6,9,10,15].

In recent years, some studies, conducted with different approaches and audiences, found in their results that the meaning of home cooking differs among cultures [6,58]. For example, a comparative qualitative study carried out in France and Britain evaluated groups of 27 lay people and 19 experts on the theme of home cooking. For the French, home cooking might refer to using raw ingredients, considered more traditional. For the British, the preference seems to be for practicality and speed of convenience food, which may characterize the perception of a lack of a culinary identity [6]. Another study carried out with 27 adult residents in Ireland found that the perception of home cooking seems to range from cooking in a more traditional way to incorporation of ultra-processed foods, the latter symbolizing a version considered more modern [58].

Focus groups composed of adults of different ethnicities and gender, in Baltimore, United States of America, suggested that the meaning valued and preferred among the participants to define what is cooking at home was the question of scratch-cooking any food. However, many of them reported that they used ultra-processed food in their daily life, i.e., those that do not have to be prepared ‘from scratch’. The meaning of cooking associated with the heating of food seemed unimportant to this public, since home cooking would include the preparation of any food, not necessarily subjecting it to heat [7].

In Brazil, the last version of the *Guia Alimentar para a População Brasileira*, prioritizes the recommendation for the use of unprocessed food, the use of minimally processed foods, the reduction of use of processed foods, and the
Chart 2. Definitions of cooking, and kitchen or cooking terms found in dictionaries and bibliographies in the areas of Food, Nutrition and Human Sciences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Cooking (to cook)</th>
<th>Culinary or cooking (cookery)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacMillan Dictionary online (2014)</td>
<td>‘Art and science of food preparation for the table, generally by heating until its flavour, consistency, appearance and chemical composition are changed’.</td>
<td>‘The process of preparing the food to make it ready for consumption’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Dictionary online (2014)</td>
<td>‘The practice or skill of preparing food by combining, mixing, and heating ingredients’.</td>
<td>‘Food that has been prepared in a particular way’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionnaire des cultures alimentaires (2012) [61]</td>
<td><em>Cuisine (historical):</em> The kitchen defines territories, it becomes the art of producing food, in a technical sense, which is the very way human beings make good food. Thus, it enables knowledge transmission*.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Etymological or Vernacular Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>Culinary or cooking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diez-Garcia (1995) [55]</td>
<td>Cooking: It originates from the Latin word <em>culinarus</em>, derived from the Latin word <em>culina</em> (kitchen), related to the art of cooking. In a strict sense, it originates from a place to prepare food (kitchen). It is considered as a ‘set of practices involving the handling of foods for alimentary purposes’, consisting of the application of any technique to modify them from how they are obtained, such as a mixture and from a variety of foods.</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mintz (1996) [54]</td>
<td><em>Cuisine</em>: In French language means not only <em>kitchen</em> (kitchen as a physical, domestic space in the English language), but also <em>cooking</em>, which is originated in the Latin verb <em>coquere</em> (to cook), which also originated <em>cocina</em> (Spanish), <em>cucina</em> (Italian), <em>küche</em> (German), and <em>kitchen</em> (English). It may also designate the so-called high gastronomy.</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Systematic Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>Culinary or cooking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lévi-Strauss [1964] (2010) [44]</td>
<td>Cooking: Range of culturally accepted procedures used to transform the nature (raw) in culture (cooked), <em>i.e.</em>, how raw food become cooked through a process of cultural transformation.</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brillat-Savarin (1995) [62]</td>
<td>Cooking: ‘Is the most ancient of the arts’, above all, ‘the one that provided us the most important service to civil life’.</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flandrin (1998) [25]</td>
<td><em>Cuisine</em>: Related to the emergence of valuing flavour and gluttony over food, which historically, in Europe, was influenced by dietary and therapeutic functions, legitimising itself in the French context of the end of the 17th century and early 18th century; the taste or ‘good taste’ in cooking practise. Culinary is featured in dictionaries of that time from terms such as cooking and spices with a dietary, gastronomic focus.</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fischler (2001) [63]</td>
<td><em>Anthropological function of culinary</em>: The culinary framework occurs in three peculiarities to explain its anthropological function: 1) the omnivorous paradox, 2) the incorporation principle (which considers edible), and 3) its borders and the nature of taste (the physiological function of taste and its meanings and cognitive ideals).</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barham (2002) [48]</td>
<td><em>Cooking</em>: Transforms indigestible food into edible food, increasing its options (for example, by means of cooking).</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symons (2002) [64]</td>
<td><em>Cooking</em>: It is more than the application of heat to food, verified in the definitions of dictionaries; it is also making them ready for use (such as the preparation of a salad, for example). It is based on approaches ranging from issues of taste (hedonism versus belief/religion) and nutrition (improving digestibility and food security); the modern approaches (involving cooking as a symbol); and materialistic ones (female domestic task supported by the male public work, considering the beginning of production chain influenced by domination and economic policy).</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poulain &amp; Proença (2004) [65]</td>
<td><em>The expression manger la cuisine</em>, even among the French may generate different interpretations, such as <em>cuisine</em> (or eating), in terms of: cooking (familiar, refined, etc.), products (natural, organic, etc.), culture and identity (traditional, regional, etc.), time or economic constraints (quick, cheap, etc.), and in nutritional terms (balanced, fat-free food, etc.), as highlighted in Poulain (1998) [66]</td>
<td>‘Art of preparing foods’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chart 2: Definitions of cooking, and kitchen or cooking terms found in dictionaries and bibliographies in the areas of Food, Nutrition, and Human Sciences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Cooking (to cook)</th>
<th>Culinary or cooking (cookery)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Definitions*</td>
<td>Art of cooking: Aims to modify food, making it tastier and easier to digest.</td>
<td>Cooking: A method that improves the nutritional, sensory and digestive food properties, part of the food preparation stage (mixing and/or cooking and finishing) until its distribution for consumption.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Basic definitions: Found in dictionaries; Etymological or vernacular definitions: Related to the origin of the word or term; Systematic definitions: Related to a system belonging to a specific field of knowledge. **'Cuisine' is translated to Portuguese as 'culinária' or 'cozinha'. ***Refers to the omnivorous being's choice of food, in his ability to eat anything, which leads, on the one hand, to food neophobia (prudence, resistance to novelty, aversion to the unknown) and on the other hand, to food neophilia (tendency to exploitation, need for change, novelty, and variety);


elimination of consumption of ultra-processed foods. This recommendation reflects the stimulus to rescue the culinary act, since the use of processed and unprocessed foods might contribute to the decline in cooking skills. According to this logic, for the first time in Brazil, the mention of cooking skills as an element of fostering healthy eating is found [16,23]. In addition, there are frequent attempts to bring back traditional and regional cooking [23,24].

It is considered that the possible divergences identified in the concept of cooking skills, such as the use of unprocessed and minimally processed foods as opposed to processed and ultra-processed ones, are not to be regarded as dichotomies, because they are still unclear. Taking this into account, an analysis of the terms is made to formulate a conceptual unit of cooking skills that embraces these differences.

Understanding the definition of the term ‘skills’, such as confidence in performing tasks, a definition of ‘cooking skills’ to be adopted would be ‘the performance of a task that can be considered as both domestic or traditional, and artificial or technological’ [9]. The domestic or traditional task involves the use of basic ingredients that require preliminary procedures to preparation (cooking from scratch) to become appropriate for consumption. On the other hand, the artificial or technological task refers to the use of foods already acquired with the support of preparation technologies, such as convenience foods, which might only require the use of the microwave oven [1,15].

The domestic/traditional task is often featured in studies on cooking skills. However, basic foods/ingredients are not always described; they are only sometimes referred to as ‘raw’, or ‘fresh or raw’. ‘Cooking from scratch’ is an expression frequently cited but little explored by studies, as if it were automatically understood. Generally, it opposes the use of ready-to-eat foods, because cooking from scratch requires the application of procedures before preparation, such as washing, peeling, and cutting food. The fact that this categorization is not described in depth seems to indicate the existence of a gap regarding food or cooking techniques called ‘basic’ in the definition of cooking skills [1,4,6,8-12].

The artificial or technological task might be compared to the definitions adopted in Brazil, related to use of processed
and ultra-processed foods, requiring minimal processing for their consumption [16,23]. Furthermore, another classification of foods found in the examined literature was based on five generations of food products. The first generation consists of basic ingredients/foods (raw, fresh or raw); these are subject to pre-preparation [67]. In comparison with the classification adopted by Guia Alimentar para a População Brasileira, this first generation is similar to unprocessed foods and some minimally processed foods [16,23].

Second-generation products consist of food that undergoes appertization (preserved food). Third-generation foods are the (cooked or not) frozen ones. The fourth generation refers to (usually raw) convenience vegetables. Finally, fifth-generation foods involve preparations processed through packaging under controlled atmospheres (raw or cooked foods) [67]. Consequently, compared with the classification of Guia Alimentar para a População Brasileira, second-generation foods could be considered as processed, and the third to the fifth-generation foods could be considered as minimally processed [16,23]. With this in mind, the technological task would incorporate the use of third to fifth-generation foods, which are processed with the use of technologies of different levels. As a result, they are characterized as convenience or ready-to-eat foods [1,15,16,23,67].

To define cooking techniques deemed as basic, authors resume the preliminary procedures for preparation, or ‘cooking from scratch’, as a parameter to evaluate cooking skills [1,4,6,8,9]. Some few studies listed specific cooking techniques, all involving the application of heat (such as boiling, frying in immersion, stir-fry, using the microwave oven, etc.). In addition, they mentioned in passing, the ‘knife skills’, although they did not describe the cooking techniques involved [11,13].

As seen above, the steps of pre-preparation and preparation of foods involving the stages of the cooking processes have been mentioned since the first textbook on cooking and dietary techniques in Brazil [42]. These definitions contributed to the delimitation of basic cooking tasks that form the basis of the definition of cooking skills in this study, as shown in Chart 3.

According to this logic, the cooking skills necessary for cooking, from pre-preparation to the preparation, considering unprocessed and/or minimally processed foods, or only preparation or the re-heating related to processed and/or ultra-processed foods deserve highlighting. The food pre-preparation stage, as defined by Ornellas since 1963, corresponds to what the international literature is defining as ‘cooking from scratch’ within the concept of cooking skills [1,15,43].

Consequently, those forms in which cooking skills operate might directly interfere in the act of cooking, since preparation of meals does not originate from a single category of food or cooking technique in all occasions, but may blend with cooking practices, especially when urban cultures are considered [1,4,6,8,9].

Moreover, it must be pointed out that exercising cooking skills, considering specifications of use of cooking techniques and foods, might provide a healthier diet [1,4,6-9,15,16,23,58]. A recent literature review rated cooking techniques and use of foods considered basic, based on evidence on which of these elements are related to focusing on the prevention of chronic non-communicable diseases. From this, the authors delimited foods (fresh vegetables) and cooking techniques (e.g., avoiding fried foods and high-temperature techniques) that consisted of possible protective factors, formulating a model of cooking skills to prevent these diseases. However, although this model cites the use of unprocessed vegetables as healthy, the degree of processing refers only to using high temperatures in preparation of meat [8].

Moreover, the discussion on cooking skills goes beyond using food or techniques in the kitchen, for it depends on the analysis of individual issues, such as confidence in cooking and the individual's cooking knowledge [1-6].
Thus, cooking skills may be categorized as ‘centred on tasks’ and ‘centred on the person’. The first ones relate to mechanical abilities, such as employing cooking techniques and using certain foods and utensils. The cooking skills centred on the person refer to perceptual and conceptual dimensions, academic knowledge, and planning ability of the person [9].

In some of these review studies, cooking knowledge was evaluated based on the knowledge of terms, techniques and specific tools, which are viewed in this article proposal as ‘task-centred components’ [9-11,13,68]. Thus, it is proposed that task-centred cooking skills may also encompass cooking knowledge.

Yet, the evidence regarding cooking knowledge appears to be unclear. While the diffusion of cooking knowledge occurs widely in various media, such as the Internet and cookbooks, the transmission of cooking knowledge seems to be reduced in school and at home across generations [1,14,53]. Also, cooking knowledge may refer to cooking skills centred on the person; consequently, they may have an impact on confidence, attitude, and the individual’s cooking behaviour [6,13,11,68,69].
Similarly, the cooking attitude does not seem to be consensually explored. Some studies regard the interest in cooking as an aspect of cooking attitudes (enjoying cooking, trying out new recipes, etc.), evaluated as positive or negative [11,13,68]. Other authors investigate it as a barrier, such as lack of time, or as individual facilitators of cooking, such as the idea that cooking fosters a balanced diet [11-13,69].

Studies on the theme have analysed confidence in cooking as a dimension that might predict the cooking behaviour at home. Confidence is grounded in psychosocial theories, complemented by the evaluation of cooking attitude. These dimensions have been well accepted to assess cooking skills [1,6,9,12,13,68]. For instance, in the adult population of the United Kingdom, it was found that confidence in cooking was high (90%), although this fact is not synonymous with the frequent use of these cooking skills [57].

Despite the identification of previously mentioned limitations, the common elements found in the studies analysed, served as the foundation of the concept of cooking skills for this study [1,2,4-7,9-12,68]. Subsequently, a conceptual model was formulated to define cooking skills, as categories related to foods and individuals (Figure 1).

Considering the skills centred on the task (which might lead to using different types of foods and cooking techniques) and the skills centred on the person, cooking skills may be exercised at different levels. The cooking knowledge, already cited as linked to both skills centred on the task and on the person, has been regarded as a basis for learning and, consequently, for increased frequency in food preparation. Therefore, it might contribute to an increase in the attitude and confidence in cooking, suggesting, and an increase in the habit of home cooking, which all reflect cooking behaviour [1,5,8,9,12,68].

However, there is still no evidence that the attitude, self-efficacy and the individual cooking knowledge, demonstrated at different levels, have direct effects on the change in people's cooking behaviour [70]. Yet, they consist of elements of analysis that might indicate a possible predisposition to this change, requiring further investigation [68]. Researchers point out that an individual's displaying a greater frequency in preparation of meals at home might involve greater use of ultra-processed foods, so they might not be characterized as healthy [7,58].

In summary, based on the literature review, it is proposed that cooking skills be conceptualized as: confidence, attitude, and application of individual knowledge to perform cooking tasks that range from planning menus and shopping to food preparation of unprocessed, minimally processed, processed or ultra-processed foods.

**CONCLUSION**

Given the relevance and the emergence of the theme of cooking skills on the world scenario and in Brazil, the present review sought to contribute to the scientific debate on its concept. Considering the greater availability of ultra-processed foods, the interest of the public policies in valuing and bringing back cooking to foster healthy eating, as well as the diffusion of cooking shows in the media, this debate seems to contribute to filling a gap found in the scientific literature.

The conceptual model proposed for cooking skills comprised a categorization related to foods and individuals. The food-related category is linked to cooking in the definition of these abilities, starting from the stage of pre-preparation and with the use of ingredients/foods with different degrees of processing. It is worth noting that the classification of pre-preparation and preparation stages to establish cooking techniques considered as basic allowed for a pragmatic outlook, echoing classical works in the field of Food and Nutrition in Brazil.
Regarding the cooking skills category related to individuals, the task-centred categories depend on those centred on the person, such as confidence, attitude and knowledge of food preparation, which might influence the cooking behaviour. These individual elements characterise the way in which and on what level the techniques and ingredients are utilized in food preparation.

It must be pointed out that the proposition of this concept is not exhausted in this article. It is being presented as a point of departure for the

---

**Figure 1.** Conceptual model of cooking skills, according to categories related to foods and individuals.

Note: *Also called ‘traditional or domestic’; they are subject to all stages from pre-preparation to final preparation [1]; †Also called ‘artificial’ or ‘technological’, having already been subjected to a kind of processing before use in preparation of meals, which may often be only reheated, requiring minimal or zero preparation [1]; ‡Use of technical practices and mechanical abilities. They involve the use of cooking techniques to manipulate food (e.g., cutting, chopping, slicing, bleaching, seasoning, peeling, frying, baking food) [9]; §They involve perceptual and conceptual skills, the academic knowledge, as well as the capacity of planning menus (creative abilities) and organising the preparation of meals (adjusting the time to execute cooking tasks). Attitude, confidence (self-efficacy), behaviour and culinary knowledge are considered individual dimensions to assess cooking skills [1, 6, 9-13, 68]; ¶Perceptual skills are related to the ability to judge flavour, colour and texture of the combinations of ingredients. Conceptual skills are related to the ability to predict results, be creative and demonstrate how to adjust ingredients. The academic knowledge involves knowledge of nutrition, food hygiene, and eating trends. Cooking knowledge is linked to notions of cooking terms and techniques, use of equipment, proper utensils and ingredients, as well as substitution of acceptable ingredients, with a minimum number of mistakes in the final preparation of foods [11, 68]; ‖Viewed as the interest in preparing food, or as an element of culinary identity, whether positively (ex. enjoying home cooking, trying out new recipes, finding it more viable economically) or negatively (e.g., cooking is exhausting, it takes too long) [68, 69]; ‡Self-efficacy in the very ability of performing tasks in the kitchen under specific conditions [1, 6, 68]; ‧Using and reviewing correct activities while practising cooking skills at home [68].

UN/MP: Unprocessed/Minimally Processed; P/UP: Processed/Ultra-Processed.
scientific debate on the theme. The discussion that deserves further development is the relationship between cooking skills and healthy eating habits, pointed as the goal of most of the studies analysed. In addition, there are public health policies focused on cooking in several parts of the world. To do so, it is suggested that unprocessed or minimally processed foods be valued, requiring techniques starting at the stage of pre-preparation, as possibly healthier than using processed and ultra-processed foods.

Finally, the conceptualization of cooking skills hereby proposed may contribute to future investigations on how to evaluate cooking skills, consequently, opening the way for studies analysing cooking interventions to verify its relationship with healthy and sustainable eating.
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